State park programs are open to the public and not guaranteed to be
Girl Scouts only.

Program
Interpreters and Visitor Centers

Troop Leaders can take advantage of State Park Interpreters and Visitor Centers for their next troop
outing. These centers host nature exhibits and have access to nearby trails. For those seeking a
more engaging educational experience, search online or call ahead to learn more about interpretive
programs on Michigan’s natural resources.

Summer Explorer Guides

From Memorial Day to Labor Day select Michigan state parks feature Explorer Guides, or seasonal
summer interpreters. Troop leaders may connect with their local state park to learn more about
upcoming public programs. Advance notice is strongly recommended for groups so interpreters may
plan accordingly.

Iron Belle Trail Challenge

The Iron Belle Challenge began in 2015 as a Department of Natural Resources-sponsored scouting
event to commemorate the establishment of the Michigan Iron Belle Trail, stretching over 1,200 miles
between Belle Isle in Detroit and Ironwood in the western Upper Peninsula. It began as a hiking
event, but has grown to include participants who bike, kayak or canoe. Each year the DNR sponsors
this trail event in conjunction with National Trails Day and encourages Girl Scouts to get out and enjoy
one of Michigan’s many trail opportunities.
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Girl Scouts who participate receive a commemorative patch. An additional rocker patch can be
earned by doing a stewardship activity that supports trails or park systems during September.

Girl Scout Conservation Stewardship Award

From Memorial Day to Labor Day select Michigan state parks feature Explorer Guides, or seasonal
summer interpreters. Troop leaders may connect with their local state park to learn more about
upcoming public programs. Advance notice is strongly recommended for groups so interpreters may
plan accordingly.

Arrows Away

Have you ever wanted to give archery a shot? Here’s your chance. Join these introductory archery
programs to learn basic archery safety, terminology and lots of shooting time. All equipment provided
and most sites have equipment for most ages and abilities.
*Archery is a high risk activity. Per the Safety Activity Checkpoints, troop leaders must submit an
activity approval form before attending an Arrows Away program*
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